Comparative study of stochastic algorithms for system optimization based on gradient approximations.
Stochastic approximation (SA) algorithms can be used in system optimization problems for which only noisy measurements of the system are available and the gradient of the loss function is not. This type of problem can be found in adaptive control, neural network training, experimental design, stochastic optimization, and many other areas. This paper studies three types of SA algorithms in a multivariate Kiefer-Wolfowitz setting, which uses only noisy measurements of the loss function (i.e., no loss function gradient measurements). The algorithms considered are: the standard finite-difference SA (FDSA) and two accelerated algorithms, the random directions SA (RDSA) and the simultaneous-perturbation SA (SPSA). RDSA and SPSA use randomized gradient approximations based on (generally) far fewer function measurements than FDSA in each Iteration. This paper describes the asymptotic error distribution for a class of RDSA algorithms, and compares the RDSA, SPSA, and FDSA algorithms theoretically (using mean-square errors computed from asymptotic distributions) and numerically. Based on the theoretical and numerical results, SPSA is the preferable algorithm to use.